
Yes! The rhythm the rebel  
Without a pause, I’m lowering my level  
Our blood runs thick with a hint of molasses  
Now that's a passage that'll reach the masses  
Pent up aggression, in our systems 
It's such a mission, to get em to listen  
Black owned business, camera witness 
They try to stop us, they try to kill us  
They send out coppers, they send out billers  
They take our profits, and make us dealers  
Incarcerate us, like gorillas 
No hiatus, always drill us  
 
[Break] 
 
(Man I’ve had it with this bullshit. You know what they say?! They say…) 
These are the basics, these are the standards 
Stand up straight and have good manners  
Get off your knee, and take a bow  
You were made to please white crowds  
So don't get loud, no don't get proud  
You’re nothing more than Uncle Tom with your head in the clouds  
Golden crowns, stolen grounds  
They kill our kings, and call us clowns 
They put us in shackles, and act as puppeteers  
They get high off our blood sweat and tears  
They shoot at our feet, and tell us to dance 
But we move to our own beat, and scream out chants  
 
[Dj break] 
 
(Put your hands up! Generation Z! x2) 
 
The same white people with smiles on their faces  
Could possibly be the neo-nazis the racists  
Their faces their faces, their friendly ass faces  
Hidden in plain sight like roaches all over places  
The fools that think ISIS is an internal crisis  
Walking around bearing arms legally licensed  



To kill 
With a gun  
To shoot a Muslim  
In fact anyone who doesn't share the same faith is done 
Oh... I... forgot to say  
Our government endorses the KKK  
So it's all okay  
because Donald J 
Trumped are progression so they could keep their AK's 
Man their faces, their faces, hidden by pillow cases  
American disgraces  
Scared of equal races  
I guess they never heard of the melting pot  
The foundation of this nation gave all it got  
So they could sit back while they call all the shots  
And we took the shots from their crooked cops  
We’re 4 things to em, and nothing more  
Entertainers, workers, junkies, and whores 
Of course the irony is they steal our culture 
Gun us down in the streets and circle round like vultures  
But a change is coming you gon’ see 
Summertime livin’ won’t be easy 
There's a war in the streets, there's a war in the streets  
Galloping ghosts in bright white sheets  
People who think they rain supreme  
But I fight with my words, cause I have a dream  
I have a dream that's lasted so long  
It turned into a ballad, but started as a song  
We have tried to take steps like Neil Armstrong  
But they think going right, is right not wrong  
Hypocritical terrorism tears the system  
Hypocritical terrorism tears the system  
Hypocritical terrorism tears the system  
Hypocritical terrorism tears the system  


